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The following is from 1:28:22 - 1:36:04 of the Expanded Presentation to the Attention of the U.S. Presidential
Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues video that I produced, and uploaded on October 30th, 2012 to
http://youtu.be/RsdAzMUA7b8:

Closing Appeal by Ms. Sahar Chinyere, Founding Spokesperson of SnoEOawc (pronounced ‘Snowy Oak’, acronym
for Stop Non-Consensual Experiments on All World Citizens):

“Hello. My name is Sahar Chinyere. I am the founding Spokesperson of SnoEOawc. It stands for Stop NonConsensual Experiments on All World Citizens. The purpose of SnoEOawc is to help raise awareness of nonconsensual human experimentation worldwide in an effort to help make it stop 1.

I’m appealing to this Commission because my understanding is that it was convened to review Human Research
Subjects Protection2 largely in light of the findings of Dr. Susan (Mokotoff) Reverby of Wellesley College 3a, 3b
when, funded partially at least by the government, she was doing research into the files of a doctor who was a U.S.
Public Health Service doctor4 during the time of the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment5.

My understanding is that she was surprised to find that {in addition to} the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment {in the
U.S. state of Alabama}… with regard to documentation that she found in this doctor’s files {at the University of
Pittsburgh}… additional non-consensual human experimentation had taken place in Guatemala which is now
commonly referred to as the Guatemala Syphilis Experiment 6. A distinction should be made that in Guatemala it has
been documented that people were deliberately infected (emphasis added) with Syphilis as well as Gonorrhea
and Chancres7. And something else of note is that the National Institutes of Health had provided a grant to help
fund, at least in part, what was done in Guatemala6.

Some people who are very concerned about signs that there may be some current non-consensual human
experimentation taking place, internationally, have received a letter 8: [It appears] written by someone who was
working previously and who has gone back to work for the National Institutes of Health and in between was
representing this BioEthics Commission, the U.S. Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical Issues9.

The letter appears to be discouraging [people from reporting] to the Commission on these matters. And a lot of
people have lost hope but I still have some hope that while it is our governments that apparently end up being found
to be the entities that have financially and otherwise (emphasis added) supported non-consensual human
experimentation, that it is our governments that might step forward and look into these matters and in fact are the
only entities in a position to do so {on multiple levels}.

Therefore I want to ask this Commission to please look at another doctor’s files. This is a doctor who held the office
of Surgeon at the U.S. Public Health Service during the Tuskegee Syphilis Experiment5, 10 (more formally referred to as
the U.S. Public Health Service’s “Study” at Tuskegee (city) of Untreated Syphilis in the Negro Male).
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I [did] not name this doctor out of respect for his surviving family & loved ones because he died in August of [just
the year before the video presentation to the attention of the Bioethics commission]. However, out of fairness to the
rest of the medical community, I [identified] him sufficiently by his roles that anyone seriously looking into this
matter further [would] not be able to confuse him with any other individual.

This doctor retired from the U.S. army with a rank of Colonel10. Specifically, according to his biography online, he
retired from the U.S. Army Medical Reserves also referred to as the U.S. Army Medical Corps 10. And he was based
at Fitzsimons Army Medical Center in Aurora, Colorado 11.

The Center was renamed after they received a donation12. However, it is my understanding that, to some significant
extent at least, it may have continued to actually operate as an army medical center 13.

This is now where the University of Colorado Hospital at Aurora is located 14. I am further concerned because from
what I have read there may have been some overlap including National Institutes of Health stipend support with
regard to the James Holmes15 case, the person who is now referred to as The Aurora, Colorado Theatre Shooter.

[James Holmes] was in fact studying in the field of NeuroScience15a, 15b. And that overlaps with the field of greatest
concern that [aligns] with the types of complaints of people stepping forward currently that are concerned about
non-consensual human experimentation taking place16.

… The doctor that was based at the University of Colorado Hospital at Aurora and Fitzsimons Army Medical
Center, in addition to having served as Surgeon at the U.S. Public Health Service during the Tuskegee Syphilis
Experiment, was Medical Director of University Physicians, Incorporated17 during the more modern non-consensual
human experiment that is now referred to as Polyheme18 – the Polyheme Artificial Blood Experiment19, 20, and was
reported on in 2006 by ABC (American Broadcasting Company) News 19, 20, 21.

The reason this is relevant, that he was Medical Director of University Physicians, Incorporated, during this time, is
that that is the group of physicians that supplied the doctors to at least one … now publicly listed, participating
facility, that was participating with that experimentation22, which is the Denver Health [Medical Center] in Denver,
Colorado21.

Moreover, this doctor appeared before at least one U.S. Senate Appropriations Committee, specifically a committee
for Foreign Assistance (http://www.chinyere.com/MbMm/HealthFactor/DrJohnSbarbaro-APPROPRIATIONScommittee1997.jpg,
th
105 Hearing, on 5/15 /1997). And the complaints that I have been encountering are international. Therefore I will ask
for someone from this Commission or to be able to refer to another government entity to please look into these
matters and these files because while it does not seem to be a majority of physicians that would participate in such
activity, there does seem to be a pattern where if a doctor is connected to one non-consensual human experiment
there might be found that they are connected to more.
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And I am going to ask you: Please, on behalf of all the people coming forward that are needing some help from our
government … please unite internationally since this seems to be an international problem and, rather than looking
to blame or to sue… please unite and … solve the problems that have been arising with regard to people coming
forward and [reporting] similar symptoms as referenced by Dr. (John) Hall {and Dr. Robert Duncan}.

Thank you for your time.”

{Dr. Hall, author of A New Breed: Satellite Terrorism in America, speaks from 30:44 - 36:02 in the video:
http://youtu.be/RsdAzMUA7b8; Dr. Duncan, author of PROJECT: SOUL CATCHER: Secrets of Cyber and
Cybernetic Warfare Revealed, speaks in the video from 19:18 - 22:15.}

Please note that since 2012, I have learned that the doctor whose activities I asked to be investigated, i.e. Dr. John
Anthony Sbarbaro {deceased 2011, reportedly by cancer}, is the son of John Sbarbaro, also known as Antonio
Sbarbaro {deceased}, who is described as “a double agent, serving both as funeral director to gangland and assistant
district attorney in Chicago” at the webpage, http://ChicagoCrimeScenes.blogspot.com/2008/09/sbarbaros-funeralparlor.html.

John Sbarbaro is listed as “Asst. State's Atty, later judge; also undertaker for all gangs” at:

http://www.MisterCapone.com/people.htm
“Dr. Sbarbaro grew up in Chicago, often working in his father’s funeral business. Early on it was clear what he was
going to become.” This is a quote from a profile of him at:

http://www.UCdenver.edu/academics/colleges/medicalschool/administration/alumni/CUMedToday/profiles/Pages/John-Sbarbaro.aspx

At another website, http://DenverWorkersComp.blogspot.com/2013/08/john-anthony-sbarbaro-md-mph.html, is the
following quote:

“In spite of all his formal education and physical separation from his childhood home in Chicago, John never left his
true roots in how he resolved disputes. For example, in the early 70’s when St. Anthony’s Hospital and Denver
General {**since renamed Denver Health**} were competing for trauma patients, St. Anthony’s rejected an
agreement that would keep its ambulances out of the city in return for the City and County of Denver staying out of
the suburbs. Shortly after negotiations broke down a St. Anthony’s helicopter landed in the City and County of
Denver and its ambulance blade was quickly bumped by a passing Denver General Hospital Ambulance. The Chief
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Operating Officer for St. Anthony’s contacted John, and the following exchange took place. “John, your ambulance
bumped by [sic] {my} helicopter.” John responded, “God, Dutch, I am so sorry you know we have a lot of clumsy
ambulance drivers, and of course, we are going to have an ambulance there every time you land in the City and
County of Denver. I sure hope this doesn't happen again, but I can’t promise it.” Shortly thereafter, an agreement
was reached were [sic] {where} St. Anthony’s would not land its helicopter in the City and County of Denver and
Denver General ambulances did not go into the suburbs.”

The above quoted text has been published to the publicly visible internet page that is cited most directly above. It is
by one of Dr. Sbarbaro’s sons who wrote on the page’s closing paragraph, “Often… I would call my Dad to run
medical issues by him. His views were always unbiased, to the point, and clear in their direction. His influence and
guidance upon my career continues to this day.” The son who wrote the text referenced the following source:
“[Eileen] Welsome, Healers and Hell Raisers, Denver Health’s First 150 Years. (Denver: Paros Press, 2011). Page
147-148.” Ms. Welsome is the author of the book, The Plutonium Files: America's Secret Medical Experiments in
the Cold War.

The following is quoted from my November 22d, 2014 Letter Of Response to the Tragic Events Regarding Myron
May, the person who was very quickly named, through mass media, The FSU Shooter. My November 22d, 2014
letter is at http://www.facebook.com/notes/SnoEOawc/994375783911398:

“Just as recently as this July (12th, 2014), a literal circle of men blocked me in to a hotel room (in Las Vegas,
Nevada) for no official reason and without any legitimate explanation. I was the only guest & occupant of the room.
The men can literally be heard [from 3 to 5 seconds into] the video that I recorded live at the time, with a mocking
attitude (of theirs) about keeping "the door blocked":

http://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=913678841981093&set=vb.245665488782435&type=2&theater
{The footage has been uploaded to the Videos section on facebook.com/SnoEOawc A. I heard from a party of not yet
known reliability that those men were connected to a Psychological Operations Group from Ft. Myers, Florida. While
I do not yet know if such group is based in Ft. Myers, I received evidence that a pair of men who were seated directly
behind me on the first leg of my flight, via Delta Airlines, back to Huntsville International Airport, from Las Vegas
International Airport, were traveling to Ft. Myers. (See SnoEOawc’s Photos sectionB.) Despite lack of prior
interaction, they made the point to repeatedly kick the back of my chair as if intending to exacerbate the injury to my
spine.}

Upon my initial arrival to the hotel room, a man in a uniform that was lurking directly across from my room made
the sign of the cross just as I started crossing the threshold into the room.
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In mid-2007, during the previous heavy surge in targeting that appears to have connections to Military, Intelligence,
& other semi-covert to covert networks engaged in occult ritual, what I have been able to transcribe of what the
"Audio Engineering Consultant, PF", who was moved [into] a nearby apartment in Toronto, Ontario, CANADA on
the heels of my move from Aurora, Colorado, USA, said is as follows:

PF: ... Back off... What if on top of it the woman?.. Calm down...
I don't see it that way... That is what we do... These guys are... They cannot
win that woman... I'm going to show you that we have to... {Other voice says,
"Now a couple of things: Then smash his head..."} {PF continues:} Yeah... Look what
happened yesterday... Look what happened to you yesterday!.. [Someone]
is a [expletive]... The woman I saw... And still she looks absolutely
beautiful... A young woman, beautiful, beautiful thing... Because what is it
exactly?.. They want this woman... NSA... These are business partners... NAVY
people... [Sound frequencies {are} heard in {the} file, especially at {the} beginning before
voices raise & toward {the} end after {the} voice stops]

{This audio is at} http://youtu.be/nKQs2TxHPM8

Some seemingly related technical research is at:

http://www.USNA.edu/AcResearch/_files/documents/2002SummaryPDFs/DivEngWeapAerospaceEngDept2002.pdf

See specifically "Rapid Binary Gage Function for Extracting a Pulsed Signal Buried in Noise" & related research.

{Also see specifically "Recovery of Pulsed Signals Buried in Noise" at:

http://www.USNA.edu /AcResearch/_files/documents/2000SummaryPDFs/DivEngrWeapAerospaceEngrDept.pdf}

Http://www.USNA.edu is the homepage for the UNITED STATES NAVAL ACADEMY.

A professor within the highlighted section of the pdf [documents] is the father of someone by the same name who in
Maryland, USA was expelled from the university that I attended (for my 1st two years of college).
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{This was a state university. Organized targeting at state & city universities could be more readily sponsored
through appropriated taxpayers’ money, sometimes referred to as "Black Budget funds".}

The son {a Presidential Scholar whose major was Psychology and whose stated aspiration was to be a Child
Psychologist} was expelled {in his senior year} for sexual assault to rape of … female scholars during their first
year. {Of potential interest, one of his Psychology professors, who was not known to be present at any of the
assaults or to be familiar with his prior history, testified on the assailant’s behalf. Further, another man appeared
who represented himself as a Profiler for the FBI with an already open profile of the assailant but there was no
follow-up by any off-campus Law Enforcement. As someone whose stepfather is a Psychiatrist, who prior to his
stated retirement used to work for the Federal Bureau of Investigation and earned the U.S. Physician of the Year
award during the George W. Bush administration, that man did seem to have the occupation or training he
represented.} [The assailant] was also involved in Organized Stalking of the targeted scholars, was in a semi-secret
society in which people called him Beelzebub (associated with Satan), and said during the time of the campus
hearings (though not within the hearings themselves) that his parents made him rape the first-year female scholars.”

In counter-surveillance audio from April 2007, the Audio Engineering Consultant, PF states:

“… I've been trying to change the people
around me and change my own perspective to what's good to do...
No, it's not in Colorado. It's not. What happened - What happened is
in Englewood, Colorado... They make checks for [a party whose name is not clearly audible]...
The ISP makes it possible for that computer...

That's the thing: Once the people begin to go online,
they see things they don't want to see and then in general I'm fu*ked [f’d] {There’s a distinct pause}
about that, yeah... I'm working on this sh*t [expletive] like a mother fu*ker [f’er]...”

{This audio is at} http://www.chinyere.com/MbMm/HealthFactor/APT244-MP3.mp3

Note that Colorado, USA is referenced where the audio took place in Ontario, CANADA, and that Englewood,
Colorado is the location of the primary care clinic that “lost” most of my medical records there at Englewood,
except for records forwarded to them by the Physical Therapy satellite clinic of the University of Colorado Hospital.
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The following quote is from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_MKUltra:

“The program engaged in many illegal activities; In particular it used unwitting U.S. and Canadian citizens as its test
subjects, which led to controversy regarding its legitimacy. MKUltra used numerous methodologies to manipulate
people's mental states and alter brain functions, including the surreptitious administration of drugs (especially LSD) and
other chemicals, hypnosis, sensory deprivation, isolation, verbal and sexual abuse, as well as various forms of torture.

The scope of Project MKUltra was broad, with research undertaken at 80 institutions, including 44 colleges and
universities, as well as hospitals, prisons and pharmaceutical companies. The CIA operated through these
institutions using front organizations, although sometimes top officials at these institutions were aware of the CIA's
involvement.”

Continuing with my November 22d, 2014 letter:

“IT IS MY WORKING CONCLUSION THAT TRAUMA INCLUDING THAT INFLICTED BY BULLYING,
FALSE IMPRISONMENT, RAPE, AND MURDER IS BEING SYSTEMATICALLY PERPETRATED AGAINST
TARGETS FOR THE PURPOSE OF MASS COERCIVE CONTROL.

Sadly, such is in line with history that appears to be repeating. …

My thoughts & prayers go out to ALL of those who have been adversely affected, and most immediately I pray for
the full healing of the Florida State University student who was in critical condition upon hospital admission.

Although I have come to learn of targets in virtually every category imaginable, certain populations {including
international scholars} seem to be disproportionately targeted.

Therefore I ask that those especially in Media, Ministry, and related fields such as Public Education take the time to
learn about what is so far known about MK-ULTRA & its related activity in order to be as professionally,
spiritually, and intellectually equipped as possible to help the growing number of people around the world in need of
genuine supportiveness.

It is my understanding that U.S. Senator Edward Kennedy (deceased) was willing to help start new official inquiry
into the modern covert activity that appears related to MK-ULTRA/'Behavior Modification'. {The person convicted
of assassinating Robert Kennedy has reportedly been held in Colorado.} Missouri Representative James Guest
(retired) also worked toward [new official inquiry].
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There is a need for those currently representing the public in North America, and many other places where this set of
concerns still needs to be addressed, to move forward with acknowledgement and protective measures to protect
people from the highly organized, international abuse of covert networks & emerging technology that has been
recognized by the European Union.”

I am grateful beyond words to the people who have been working hard to get this set of concerns properly addressed
despite extreme obstruction23. Among such people is Dr. Nick Begich, son of the disappeared U.S. Representative from
Alaska, Nicholas Joseph Begich, Sr., and brother of U.S. Senator Mark Begich. Dr. Begich has provided ‘Non-Lethal’
Weapons demonstrations & education to the European Parliament (http://www.europarl.europa.eu/press/sdp/backg/en/1998/b980209.htm).

The person believed to be my biological father facilitated Real-Estate Racketeering against me that prompted me to
reside in Dr. Sbarbaro’s neck of the woods for a few years as the residential property was located in Aurora,
Colorado within a short drive of Denver International AirportC. Just one of the irregularities was the disappearance
of official recordsC.

While disembarking a Delta Comair connecting flight, from Huntsville International Airport, to Denver International
Airport, at Northern Kentucky International Airport (in Covington, Kentucky), I experienced a 12- to 15-foot fall
down the airplane’s drenched steps – I had been told that there was no alternative way to depart the plane despite the
rain continually hitting the uncovered steps. Among other things, later I learned that there was a safer alternative,
and I heard of a nearby facility where people are said to be trained for covert operations.

In addition, I heard of a partnership between Delta Airlines and NASA, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, headquartered in Huntsville, Alabama, that includes the testing of emerging technology. Further, I
heard of an attorney representing a seemingly disproportionate number of people who fell under similar conditions.
However, it was said that the attorney’s name was not relevant because Delta Comair ceased to exist.

Among other out of the ordinary occurrences, what led me to learn that Dr. Sbarbaro was not a regular doctor was
that he was heard saying about me, someone with whom he had no interaction to my knowledge, “Let’s see if
Physical Therapy (without benefit of an MRI) cripples her further first.”

On April 28th, 2005, 1:05 p.m. Mountain Standard Time, I received e-mail from the Ethics Committee of the
American Academy of Ophthalmology that strangely concluded:

“[I]t appears that the specialists in the endocrinology clinic have communicated
with the specialists in the ophthalmology department since your e-mail
correspondence began, but that the original request for consultation with
the ophthalmology department was not based upon a referral from your endocrinologist. …”
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Their conclusion was false. In fact, the original request for consultation with the Ophthalmology department was
based upon a referral from my Endocrinologist, Dr. Arthur Gutierrez-Hartmann, whom I heard was one of Dr.
Sbarbaro’s favorite employees. This and additional, related e-correspondence, including a photo-scan of the referral,
is at:

http://chinyere.com/MbMm/Ethics.html

Even despite efforts to help me by the office of the Canadian Consulate in Denver, Colorado, that was treated to
offensive run-around by the highly organized perpetrators, the American Academy of Ophthalmology’s Ethics
Committee did not follow up.

Retired Missouri Representative, James Guest, has a strong background in science and ability to understand Directed
Energy Weapons (often misleadingly labeled 'Non-Lethal Weapons'). Prior to his career in Politics, he was an
Aerospace Engineer. I spoke with Representative Guest directly on March 1 st, 2011 during which conference he
authenticated the copy of his October 10th, 2007 letter that is hosted at:

http://www.chinyere.com/MbMm/HealthFactor/October10th2007-ConfirmedAuthorizedLetterByRepresentativeGuest.jpg

Please note that Representative Guest informed me that just one of the serious obstructions that he experienced
during his official efforts to have this set of concerns addressed was the relatively short-lived circulation by
organized perpetrators of a false version of his actual letter.

The following text is quoted from Representative Guest’s actual October 10th, 2007 letter, written while he was in
office:

“Dear Member of the Legislature and Friends:

This letter is to ask for your help for the many constituents in our country who are being affected unjustly by
electronic weapons torture and covert harassment groups. Serious privacy rights violations and physical injuries
have been caused by the activities of these groups and their use of so-called non-lethal weapons on men, women,
and even children.

I am asking you to play a role in helping these victims and also stopping the massive movement in the use of
Verichip and RFID technologies in tracking Americans.
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Long before Verichip was known we were testing these devices on Americans, many without their knowledge or
consent. With the new revelations of the cancer risk besides the privacy and human rights problems with the use of
Verichip and RF signals, I am asking for your help in stopping these abuses and aiding those already affected.”

The following link is to a photo of a "World TAG Unique RFID - Logistic and Industrial Transponder" that was one
of several that suddenly appeared in the stairwells of the building where I resided in the first half of 2007 in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada: http://www.chinyere.com/MbMm/HealthFactor/15-TRANSPONDER-zoomed.jpg –

– Immediately after I posted photos of them, the Radio Frequency Identification transponders disappeared as
suddenly as they had appeared. Their appearance was on the heels of an injection24 of concern that was administered
by a physician connected to Dr. Sbarbaro, Dr. Meyer Stanley Balter, who was trained in medicine at McGill
University in Montréal (Québec, Canada) and was based at the University of Toronto (Ontario, Canada). From the
Canadian Experiments section of the Wikipedia page on Project MKULTRA:

“[Dr. Donald Ewen Cameron] commuted from Albany, New York, to Montréal every week to work at the Allan
Memorial Institute of McGill University… to carry out MKUltra experiments there. [The] research funds were sent
to Dr. Cameron by a CIA front organization… In addition to LSD, Cameron also experimented with various
paralytic drugs as well as electroconvulsive therapy at thirty to forty times the normal power. His "driving"
experiments consisted of putting subjects into drug-induced coma for weeks at a time (up to three months in one
case) while playing tape loops of noise or simple repetitive statements. His experiments were typically carried out
on patients who had entered the institute for minor problems such as anxiety disorders and postpartum depression,
many of whom suffered permanently from his actions. …

It was during this era that Cameron became known worldwide as the first chairman of the World Psychiatric
Association as well as president of the American and Canadian psychiatric associations. Cameron had also been a
member of the Nuremberg medical tribunal in 1946–47.

Naomi Klein argues in her book The Shock Doctrine that Cameron's research and his contribution to the MKUltra
project was actually not about mind control and brainwashing, but about designing "a scientifically based system for
extracting information from 'resistant sources.' In other words, torture." Citing Alfred W. McCoy, Klein further
writes that "Stripped of its bizarre excesses, Dr. Cameron's experiments, building upon Donald O. Hebb's earlier
breakthrough, laid the scientific foundation for the CIA's two-stage psychological torture method."”

Since I originally shared this information, the Grants section of Dr. Balter’s professional profile on the University of
Toronto’s website has been deleted. Further, the International Activities section of his profile has been redacted.

**Hopefully Dr. Sbarbaro’s files, and other relevant evidence, are still intact. Thank you for your urgent
attention to this set of concerns that has grown only more pressing, with yet more potentially related tragedy
that has impacted the public, since the time that the U.S. Presidential Commission for the Study of Bioethical
Issues was asked to “please look into these matters and these files”. PLEASE LOOK INTO THESE
MATTERS AND FILES.**
(pg. 10 of 10)
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University of Colorado Anschutz Medical Campus, 5/2010)

18

http://www.lmu.edu/Page39810.aspx

(“GOVERNMENT,MARKETS, AND BLOOD: THE CASE OF NORTHFIELD LABORATORIES
AND POLYHEME”, article at Loyola Marymount University webpage, appears possibly via Tuskegee University)

19

http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/headlines/2006/07/artifical_blood/

(“Artificial Blood Experiment Hits 27 U.S. Cities”, Brian Ross and Joseph Rhee, ABC News, 7/7th/2006)

20

http://abcnews.go.com/WNT/story?id=2166664&page=1#.UYwiJbXU9bo

“Dr. Ernest Moore, is running the experiment at the Denver Health Medical Center, the single biggest location in the
nationwide test.
Dr. Moore says the experiment could not be done if the patients' consent had to be obtained first.”
(“(Tran)Script: Artificial Blood Experiment”, Brian Ross, ABC News, 7/7th/2006)

21

http://abcnews.go.com/WNT/story?id=2166058&page=1#.UZWSRVIo6M8

("Artificial Blood Experiment: Is Your City Participating?", Asa R. Eslocker and Astrid Hill, ABC News, 7/7th/2006)

22

https://www.cu.edu/sg/messages/4310.html

(“HSC faculty: Campus must not break ties, lose progress in move to Fitzsimons”, Susan Barney Jones, 8/20th/1998)

23

http://www.intelligence.senate.gov/study2014/sscistudy1.pdf

(U.S. Senate Select Committee on Intelligence: Committee Study of the [CIA's] Detention and Interrogation Program)

24

http://www.chinyere.com/MbMm/HealthFactor/Arm.JPG

(Photo of site of injection that became severely painful & inflamed in reaction to Dr. Balter’s administration of
a yet to be identified substance that he claimed to be Cortisol, an anti-inflammatory to which I am not allergic)
(3 of 6 pp. of additional links)

Further Reading/Viewing/Listening:

-

A

-

B

-

C

http://www.facebook.com/SnoEOawc/videos
(Video section at SnoEOawc community page)
http://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.1009089829106660.1073741832.245665488782435&type=3
(Photo Album, “UnitedStatesSenateCommitteeOnTheJudiciary-AlbumOfPhotos” at SnoEOawc community page)
http://www.chinyere.com/MbMm/MbMm.html

(Evidence of the interrelated Real-Estate Racketeering)
-

http://www.chinyere.com/MbMm/HealthFactor/HealthHomePage.html
(Chinyere.com Public Safety Alert with General Overview of Who, Where, When, What, Why, & How)

-

http://www.chinyere.com/MbMm/HealthFactor/ADVANCED_MEDICAL_OPTICS-paper.jpg
(Advanced Medical Optics paper that was found with a paint tray on the exterior second-floor landing of the
building where I resided in the first half of 2007, just west of Metro Hall that was/is located on the next streetblock)

-

http://profiles.smartprocure.us/organization/ADVANCED-MEDICAL-OPTICS--pang-andrew
(Commercial database of Government Contracts)

-

http://www.facebook.com/SnoEOawc/photos/a.1009089829106660.1073741832.245665488782435/1009325869083056

(Photo of a former prescription-bottle for synthetic thyroid-hormone replacement that caused my
Endocrinologist in that time-period, Dr. Arthur Gutierrez-Hartmann, to demand, with what sounded like alarm,
"Who told you to switch manufacturers?" This caused me to conduct a search for the manufacturer, Sandoz.)
-

http://www.FrankOlsonProject.org/Articles/Spin.html
(“Dulles {i.e. Allen Dulles} convened a high-level committee of CIA and Pentagon officials who agreed the
agency should buy the entire Sandoz LSD supply lest the KGB acquire it first. …
…
"The objectives were behavior control, behavior anomaly -production, and counter-measures for opposition
application of similar substances," states a heavily redacted CIA document on MK-ULTRA released under a
1977 Freedom of Information Act request”.)

-

http://youtu.be/vDMHIbiuMxg
(Video featuring several of my photographs of evidence: Freedom of Mind - 3 – Overcoming Fear)

-

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/magazine/4443934.stm
("Project Paperclip: Dark side of the Moon" by Andrew Walker, BBC News, Last Update: 11/21st/2005, begins
with “Sixty years ago the US hired Nazi scientists to lead pioneering projects, such as the race to conquer space.
These men provided the US with cutting-edge technology which still leads the way today, but at a cost.”)

-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Francis_Pepper#Prominent_cases
(Prominent Cases section of the Wikipedia page on Dr. William Francis Pepper, Esq.)
(4 of 6 pp. of additional links)

-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RapeLay
(Wikipedia page on RapeLay, “a 3D eroge video game made by Illusion, released on April 21, 2006 in Japan.
… The game centers on a male character who stalks and rapes a mother and her two daughters. … The game
was subsequently banned in Argentina, Malaysia, and Thailand for "graphic depictions of glorification of sexual
violence", and "sexual content".
…
… It features a realistic sexual simulator which allows the player to grope and undress the characters on a
crowded train. Later, the player may have forced intercourse with all three women at his leisure. … RapeLay
also has a … counter, which carries a danger of pregnancy.
After completing the storyline and "breaking" the girls, there are six modes of gameplay.
…
Five player or "5P" mode, where the player is restricted to one sex position, with three other males raping one
girl during gang rape. The level restrictions for this mode include locations with small space.
…
The story begins with Kimura being arrested for groping a woman on a subway train and getting caught by Aoi.
His father is an important politician, and manages to get his son released from jail. … he traps her in a public
bathroom and rapes her, taking pictures of her…
… Kimura ambushes [the mother] and ties her up. He then rapes her in the park, and takes pictures of her…
before handing her over to his gang of helpers on the side, who detain her for him.
… After getting off the train, [Aoi, the oldest daughter] asks Kimura why he is doing this, at which point she
remembers he is the groper who was arrested for molesting a woman. Getting in a vehicle, he and his helpers
take Aoi to a hotel which his family owns, and rapes her, again taking photos.
After having his way with Aoi, Yuuko and Manaka are taken into the room via a secret door. With all 3
captured, he reveals his plans to make them his sex slaves. Of course, Yuuko tries to cover for her daughters
and pleads with him to take her instead. He considers this and tells Yuuko he might spare her daughters if she
can prove her worth. … When he seems pleased at her 'performance', Yuuko thinks she has won her daughters
[sic] freedom. Instead he reveals that he will never change his mind and that they are all there to stay. Yuuko
breaks down in the end, Manaka breaks next, and finally Aoi as well. The game ends with the ominous title card
that as a new day starts the Kiryu family horror has 'only just begun'.
…
In the "Red ending" just before breaking Aoi … [she] would take a knife and stab the character many times. The
scene will shift into black…”)

(5 of 6 pp. of additional links)

Further Reading/Viewing/Listening Specifically Regarding the Human Pesticide Experiments:

- http://youtu.be/G8cZxurfgfY
“Similarly, the HUMAN PESTICIDE EXPERIMENTS report
(June 2005, caps from original report), also of non-consensual
human experimentation, has gone missing from U.S. Senator
Barbara Boxer's official site (http://www.boxer.senate.gov),
although related reference to human pesticide experiments still
appears at her official site in the 1/23d/2006 press release,
"Sen. Boxer, Rep. Waxman, and Rep. Solis Denounce Leaked Bush
Administration Plan to Promote Human Pesticide Experiments":
http://www.boxer.senate.gov/en/press/releases/012306.cfm”
(From the Description of my video, “Human Pesticide Report Disappeared
From Official Oversight Site – recorded 4-25th-2013”)

- http://www.epa.gov/scipoly/sap/meetings/1998/december/english.pdf
(“The English Patients: Human Experiments and Pesticide Policy”,
Environmental Working Group, 7/1998)

- http://democrats.oversight.house.gov/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2314:waxman-and-boxerrelease-report-on-human-pesticide-experiments&catid=43:investigations
(“WAXMAN AND BOXER RELEASE REPORT ON HUMAN PESTICIDE EXPERIMENTS”,
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform; NOTE: Missing report is from 6/2005)

(6 of 6 pp. of additional links)

